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The Hon. Sue Higginson MLC Chair  
Legislative Council Portfolio Committee No. 7– 
Planning and Environment 
Via portal  

Dear Chairperson, 

Re: Legislative Council Portfolio Committee No. 7: Inquiry into the development 
of the Transport Oriented Development Program 

Port Stephens Council (Council) welcomes the opportunity to provide this submission to 
the above inquiry specifically in relation to the impacts of the proposed ‘Diverse and Well-
Located Homes process and program’, as referred to in the Terms of Reference.  

Port Stephens is currently experiencing a period of unprecedented growth, which is driving 
the need for more diverse and affordable housing. Council has commenced a 
comprehensive review of our Local Housing Strategy to identify infill housing opportunities 
that can deliver growth within the existing urban footprint.  

The low and mid-rise housing reforms proposed will be crucial to assist Council in 
addressing the housing needs in Port Stephens now and into the future. Without these 
reforms, the financial, resourcing and time costs for Council to achieve similar changes 
would be financially unfeasible and realisation of housing targets over the next 2 decades 
unachievable. Council has already undertaken significant strategic planning to support the 
objectives of the reforms as set out in the submission to the reforms (Attachment 1). 

The proposed reforms present a valuable opportunity to fast track the delivery of the 
strategic planning work that has already been undertaken by Council.  

Please direct any further enquiries that you may have to Brock Lamont – Strategy and 
Environment Section Manager via email at   

Yours sincerely, 

Tim Crosdale 
GENERAL MANAGER 

26 March 2024 

Attachment 1: Port Stephens Council submission to the Diverse and Well-Located Homes 
program. 

For enquiries please quote file no: 24/76919 
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Ms Kiersten Fishburn
Secretary
Department of Planning, Housing and lnfrastructure
Locked Bag 5022
Parramatta NSW 2124

Dear Ms Fishburn,

Re: The Explanation of lntended Effect: Ghanges to create low and mid-rise housing

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission on the 'Explanation of lntended Effect:
Changes to create low and mid-rise housing'. Port Stephens Council is supportive of the
Government's efforts to improve housing affordability and diversity in NSW. This aligns
with much of the strategic work Council has already undertaken since the adoption of the
Port Stephens Local Housinq Strateqv (2020).

These reforms proposed by Government will be crucial to assist Council in addressing the
housing needs in Port Stephens now and into the future. The State's Hunter Regional Plan
2041 (HRP2041) identifies Port Stephens with a housing forecast requirement of 11,100
new dwellings to be delivered by 2041. When compared to the State target, Council's
projections result in a dwelling shortfall of 4,000 dwellings over the 20 year planning
horizon. To address this projected shortfall, Council has commenced a comprehensive
review of our Local Housing Strategy (LHS) to proactively examine future housing supply
options, with the constrained nature of our local government area requiring a significant
increase in the amount of infill housing being delivered.

Council is committed to striving to meet the housing forecasts of the State. With this in
mind, Council also notes that without these reforms, realising the State vision and
achieving the required number of new homes over the next 2 decades will be
unachievable for Port Stephens. The significant costs associated with rezoning, significant
deficiencies with existing local infrastructure and public transport, as well as the significant
time that it takes to deliver homes from rezoning to completion are just some of the major
barriers presented at a local government level, only highlighting the need for State reform.

Council's support for the reforms is subject to the NSW Government also committing to
increasing investment in express and more frequent public transport services for regional
NSW as well as addressing increasing local infrastructure deficiencies faced by local
government.

As an example, Council has had success addressing this issue in Shoal Bay through
securing grant funding under the Regional Housing Strategic Planning Fund. The funding
support has allowed for a review of the Shoal Bay Drainage Study to be undertaken which
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will provide the specific local drainage infrastructure upgrade requirements in order to
enable increased infill housing development in the area. Upon completion of the study,
Council will have an investment ready local drainage infrastructure solution but no funding
secured to deliver this outcome.

When progressing the reforms, Government should consider funding mechanisms
available to councils to unlock low and mid-rise growth in the town centres. Raising height
limits and increasing densities alone may not be enough to stimulate new development. lf
the supporting infrastructure upgrades required are too expensive for the market to
support, the take up of the reforms will be impacted, stifling the realisation of the reforms.

The types of local infrastructure upgrades likely to be needed to support the reforms
includes:

o Aged and undersized suburb level storm water drainage systems
. Aged and inadequate suburb leveltraffic, parking and active transport infrastructure
. Aged and inadequate public domain and town centre areas to facilitate and encourage

infill development.

The reforms will support higher densities within walking distances of our town centres
which is considered to be particularly important in Port Stephens given the significant
deficiencies that exist in the public transport network (LHS Priority 4.2 - Communities are
connected). Port Stephens does not benefit from the existing infrastructure (and
associated cost savings) that other areas of the Hunter are able to leverage from such as
the heavy rail network servicing Newcastle, Maitland and Lake Macquarie. Planning for
density and additional housing where people can easily access shops and services without
relying on public transport aligns with existing planning strategies and centres hierarchy for
Port Stephens. This also strongly aligns with the Government's focus on active transport
and 15 minute neighbourhoods. Notwithstanding the above, Council will continue to
advocate for significant Government investment in more frequent and express bus
services between key employment and lifestyle centres, but acknowledges that this
remains a longer term reality.

Port Stephens Council has already been working with our communities to begin the
process of improving housing diversity and availability in our local centres (LHS Priority 1.3
lncrease the proportion of infill housing and 3.1 Facilitate new housing within existing
urban areas). ln2020, we began preparing Place Plans in partnership with our
communities to support future planning changes that can deliver more housing close to
transport and services, whilst seeking to retain the unique local character of our towns.
These local plans are our approach to informing place specific controls that can respond to
the important elements of local character that should be retained and protected. lt is our
view that this will help Port Stephens avoid the associated risks of the necessary broad
scale planning reform relating to low and mid-rise housing.

The Minister for Planning and Public Spaces was recently quoted stating that "Reqional
NSW olavs an imoortant role in the housino supolv storv for the state. and in makino sure
that NSW meets its taroets und r the National Housino Accord." Without these reforms the
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financial, resourcing and time costs for councils to achieve similar changes would be
financially unfeasible and realisation of housing targets over the next 2 decades
unachievable.

Given the alignment with existing strategic planning in Port Stephens and the significant
benefits these changes will have on local housing supply, implementation of these reforms
should not be delayed. Should any consideration be given to a delay or modification of the
reforms, Port Stephens Councilwould support a staged approach where the reforms might
be implemented in the Lower Hunter and Greater Newcastle, Central Coast and lllawarra-
Shoalhaven regions. This would allow for areas outside of metropolitan Sydney to play
their part in addressing the NSW Housing Crisis whilst also encouraging higher density
housing delivery in areas where continued urban sprawl is a real challenge.

These reforms are considered criticalto secure and accelerate housing supply in Port
Stephens. lt is Council's understanding that the recent changes in the Transport Oriented
Development State Environmental Planning Policy as well as the reforms to the Housing
SEPP to enable more affordable housing supply will not be available to Port Stephens.
This makes the changes proposed under the low and mid-rise housing reform even more
crucial should Port Stephens Council strive to deliver its forecast housing requirements.

The proposed reforms would encourage development of low and mid-rise housing in well
located areas - locating more of our population closer to the shops, services and transport
connections that are required for everyday living. This aligns with much of the strategic
work Council has already undertaken since the adoption of the Port Stephens Local
Housins Strateqv (2020).

ln order for Council to strive to deliver its forecast housing requirements under the
HRP2041, Port Stephens must increase building heights in town centres. Port Stephens is
a highly constrained LGA with limited new opportunities for greenfield housing
development. Our community strongly values our natural environment and the promotion
of different housing types with increased densities will ensure a balanced development
outcome as we cater for the LGA's continued growth.

Council has already undertaken significant strategic planning to support the objectives of
the reforms with the following documentation completed and well aligned:

o Port Stephens Local Housing Strategy (2020) (currently under review)
. Draft Port Stephens Housing Supply Plan (current)
. Port Stephens lnfill Housing Study (2019)
o Housing Preferences in Port Stephens Study (2019)
o Port Stephens Centres and Employment Land StudV Q024)
. Raymond Terrace Heights Planning Proposal - scoping (current)
. Raymond Terrace Public Domain Plan (2021)
. Raymond Terrace and Heatherbrae Strategy (2015)
. Nelson Bay Public Domain Plan (2019)
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. Nelson Bay Town Centre and Foreshore Strategy (2012) and Delivery Program (2018)
o Medowie Place Plan (2023)
o Medowie Planning Strategy (2016)
. Draft Shoal Bay Place Plan (current)
o Shoal Bay Drainage Study (2016) (currently under review)
o Tilligerry Place Plan (current)
o Karuah Place Plan (2022) -
o Karuah Planning Strategy (2004)

Within Port Stephens, a number of opportunities exist for new infill housing in existing
communities that are walking distance to the shops, services and transport connections
that are required for everyday living. Centres such as Raymond Terrace, Nelson Bay,
Shoal Bay, Medowie, Salamander Bay and Tanilba Bay have the ability to support greater
housing diversity and increased housing densities as per the reforms. As Council has
undertaken the strategic studies to identify suitable opportunities for new infill development
in our local government area, all of these centres should be included in the reforms.

To improve certainty and transparency for the community, the reforms should specifically
identify the centres where the changes will apply and should not rely on subjective criteria
such as 'a full line supermarket, shops and restaurants' to determine the application of the
planning changes. Specific mapping and listing the eligible centres will also reduce
challenges at the development application stage.

ln Port Stephens, the reforms for mid-rise housing should apply to specific centres
nominated by Council (rather than identification by reference to the underlying zoning).
This will ensure the local centres' hierarchy is considered and the strategic planning work
that some councils have already undertaken is reflected in the planning outcomes. The
attached commentary sets out the justification for specific centres in Port Stephens where
the strategic planning supports the application of the proposed low and mid-rise housing
reforms.

Port Stephens Council appreciates the opportunity to review and provide comment on the
NSW'Explanation of Intended Effect: Changes to create low and mid-rise housing'. The
proposed reforms present a valuable opportunity to fast track the delivery of the strategic
planning work that has already been undertaken by Council. Subject to the State
consideration and resourcing of local infrastructure and regional public transport needs,
the implementation of the proposed reforms would enable Council to strive to meet the
housing needs identified by the State and Federal Governments.
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Please direct any further enquiries that you may have to Brock Lamont - Strategy and
Environment Section Manager on   or via email at

Tim Crosdale
GENERAL MANAGER

23 February 2024
Telephone enquiries

 
Please quote file no: 24144427

cc. NSW Minister for Planning and Public Spaces - Paul Scully
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Supportinq information on centres for consideration relative to Port Stephens

Ravmond Terrace

Raymond Terrace is appropriate for increased housing density and inclusion in these
reforms as it is identified in the Hunter Regional Plan 2041 (HRP2041) as an important
strategic centre. lt is a service, retail and administrative hub for Port Stephens and
surrounding communities in the Lower Hunter region. Raymond Terrace benefits from its
proximity to the M1, as the gateway to the Hunter from the north, a short drive to
Newcastle Airport, the Newcastle City Centre and Maitland to the west.

The Raymond Terrace town centre precinct is supported by a walkable catchment. lt
adjoins several parks and recreational areas including park land along the river front.
lncreasing housing availability in the area will ensure easy access to these and other
community facilities (including sporting grounds and libraries). lncreasing density in
Raymond Terrace will facilitate new dwellings within a 15 minute walk of open space, local
shops, services and public transport connections. Through the Raymond Terrace Public
Domain Plan (2021), Council continues to improve pedestrian and active transport
connections, contributing to its growth as a liveable mixed use community.

There are several economic development opportunities in close proximity to Raymond
Terrace including the expansion of the Newcastle Airport, major transport projects in
relation to the M1, the inclusion of Raymond Terrace within the Hunter-Central Coast
Renewable Energy Zone (REZ) and the growth and transformation of Tomago and
Williamtown as an area for innovation. These factors are expected to continue to support
and provide for localjobs and business opportunities through construction and operation.
Additional housing opportunities in Raymond Terrace will be vital to the supply of a local
workforce.

The current upgrade of the M1 Pacific Motonruay to Raymond Terrace is expected to
reduce travel time between Raymond Terrace and Newcastle by 7 to g minutes in peak
traffic and improve accessibility from Raymond Terrace to Heatherbrae and Tomago.
Building height limits in Raymond Terrace should be increased now to be ready to respond
to future growth associated with improved accessibility to the region and employment
areas close by.

Our strategic vision for Raymond Terrace is for it to be a strong regional centre and a great
place to live, work and play. The Raymond Terrace and Heatherbrae Strategy 2015-2031
states that the future success of Raymond Terrace and Heatherbrae is dependent upon
increasing the residential density of the Raymond Terrace town centre.

The HRP2041 classifies Raymond Terrace as a General Urban area with a target density
of 50 dwellings per hectare. lt has limited capacity for greenfield supply and therefore infill
housing is essentialto reach this housing target. The increase of building height limits in
commercial areas as well as within the existing R3 zone would provide opportunities for
additional infill housing.
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The Port Stephens lnfill Housing Study has identified a number of infill opportunity sites in
Raymond Terrace which would benefit from the proposed reforms. lncreasing height limits
could positively impact feasibility and stimulate investment in the area.

Currently, the height limits in the E2 zone are 12, 14 and 19 metres and the reforms would
result in new development on the surrounding land exceeding these by up to 9 metres. To
ensure an appropriate urban form and a reasonable planning outcome, the building height
limits in the Raymond Terrace E2 Commercial Centre zone should also be raised to either
match or exceed the surrounding residential zone.

Council has already completed the strategic planning work to support the increase of
building heights in the commercial town centre and a planning proposal is currently being
prepared. lf this change could be achieved through this planning reform process, the
benefits of this change will be fast tracked and the cost savings for our Council would be
significant.

Nelson Bay

Nelson Bay is also identified in the HRP2041 as a strategic centre in the Hunter region and
is a centre appropriate for increased density and inclusion in these reforms. lt is a service,
retail and tourism hub for Port Stephens and surrounding communities in the Lower Hunter
region. lt is identified as a strategic centre for its unique role in anchoring the tourism
economy, with significant hospitality, recreation and entertainment offerings. lt also serves
as the local centre for a substantial residential population.

The HRP2041 identifies that Nelson Bay has limited capacity for greenfield housing supply
and therefore infill housing in and around the centre will be essential to meet housing
needs. lncreasing building height limits in the adjoining R3 zone would provide for
additional opportunities for infill housing development that is appropriately located. This is
consistent with the significant body of strategic planning work and studies that have
already been undertaken to support increased building heights in Nelson Bay.

Nelson Bay contains a range of retail and hospitality venues, including a full line
supermarket. There is also a marina, bowling club, tennis courts and golf club nearby. The
town centre precinct is supported by a walkable catchment and increasing housing
availability in the area will ensure easy access to these and other community spaces and
facilities and will facilitate all new dwellings to be within a 15 minute walk of open space.
Through the Nelson Bay Public Domain Plan (2019), Council will continue to improve
pedestrian and active transport within the centre, contributing to its growth as a liveable
mixed use community.

Council has been working with the community over the last decade to improve Nelson Bay
and provide a range of diverse housing. ln 2012, Council adopted the Nelson Bay Town
Centre and Foreshore Strategy, seeking to guide Nelson Bay towards becoming more
attractive to tourists, the business community and residents as well as to increase
densities. ln 2018, Council adopted the Progressing the Nelson Bay Town Centre and
Foreshore Strategy: A revised implementation and delivery program (the Delivery
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Program) and increased building heights in2020. Council introduced specific and detailed
local controls to retain the unique local character of Nelson Bay that could be extended to
the area subject to the proposed reforms.

Medowie

An outlier in the proposed reforms is Medowie, Council's fastest growing centre. As this
centre has emerged relatively quickly, the reforms should enable mid-rise housing to be
realised in proximity to the town centre notwithstanding that Council has not yet completed
an update to the underlying zoning for medium density residential development in
accordance with our strategic plans.

Medowie is a priority location for future housing in the HRP2041 because of its proximity to
major employment precincts such as the Newcastle Airport in Williamtown and the Hunter
- Central Coast Renewable Energy Zone in Tomago. lt is also within 35 minutes from
Newcastle City centre.

The urban character of Medowie is changing rapidly, particularly around the town centre.
Medowie has developed from a small ruraltown into a thriving hub with full line
supermarkets, restaurants, schools, sporting and community facilities. The Medowie Place
Plan earmarks the town centre for further growth and expansion in the near future
(residential, commercial, mixed use, and recreation uses) which will support the
justification for encouraging mid-rise housing around this location.

Council's Medowie Strategy and Place Plan identify opportunity sites for infill development
within walking distance to employment zones, and the HRP2041 and the Greater
Newcastle Metropolitan Plan 2036 both seek additional residential development be
provided in the areas identified in the local strategy. Council is supportive of density in this
location and the development of smaller lot housing to increase the diversity of housing
choice.

As set out above, Council has not yet completed updating the underlying zoning for
medium density residential development in accordance with our strategic plans for
Medowie. The reforms should nevertheless facilitate medium density residential
development around this town centre because the strategic planning has been completed
to justify the changes. The reforms should enable mid-rise housing around the Medowie
employment precinct which contains local employment, retail and local services, open
spaces, and is close to sporting facilities and active transport opportunities.

Shoal Bav

Shoal Bay is surrounded by National Park and there is limited opportunity to provide new
housing outside of the current developed area. However, Shoal Bay continues to attract
strong development interest, particularly for multi-dwelling housing and residential flat
buildings. The centre includes a variety of shops and services including a pharmacy,
multiple small retail stores, caf6s, restaurants, bars, an express grocery store, takeaway
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outlets, a liquor store and a medical facility. Shoal Bay offers a walkable town centre
precinct that meets the intent of the reforms.

The existing El Local Centre and the R3 Medium Density Residential zones in Shoal Bay
already permit medium density development, however, the maximum height of buildings
within the E1 and R3 zones is limited to 15 and 9 metres respectively.

ln the Port Stephens lnfill Study and Port Stephens Local Housing Strategy, Shoal Bay is
identified as a suitable location for infill housing in the LGA. Council currently has the
Shoal Bay Place Plan on exhibition and is openly engaging with the community on what
the future of the area might look like. This plan identifies the R3 areas within Shoal Bay
that would be suitable for increased height limits. The Place Plan also discusses the
necessary local infrastructure upgrade requirements to achieve this outcome (particularly
the revised Shoal Bay Drainage Study outcomes). To this end, Council supports the
inclusion of Shoal Bay in the proposed reforms and proposes that the building height limits
within the Shoal Bay El zone also be increased to match the residential zone.

The E1 zone in Shoal Bay is 36,000m2, and whilst it doesn't include a full line supermarket,
it is sufficient enough to support the goals of the reforms and has the potential for a
supermarket to be included in future developments in the area. The zone includes a
variety of shops and services including a pharmacy, multiple small retail stores, caf6s,
restaurants, bars, an express grocery store, takeaway outlets, a liquor store and a medical
facility.

Tanilba Bav

Tanilba Bay is the largest centre on the Tilligerry Peninsula. The centre is supported by a
walkable residential catchment and includes a variety of specialty stores and services, a

full line supermarket, cafes, extensive waterfront access, nearby parks and a golf club. lt
provides for the daily retail needs of local residents including the neighbouring
communities of Mallabula, Oyster Cove and Lemon Tree Passage.

The town centre is zoned E1 Local Centre and R3 Medium Density Residential, which both
permit medium density developments such as residentialflat buildings. The current height
limits of 8m and 9m, respectively, are considered limiting to the development potential of
this centre. The Port Stephens lnfill Housing Study and the Local Housing Strategy have
identified Tanilba Bay as a suitable area for infill housing and, in particular, for affordable
or seniors housing.

Council is currently preparing the Tilligerry Place Plan in partnership with the community,
which includes a draft action to create opportunities for diverse housing. The strategic
vision for Tanilba Bay is for it to be a major centre for the peninsula and be a great place to
live, work and play. Council has already undertaken strategic planning work to review
building heights in proximity of the commercial centre and supports the inclusion of Tanilba
Bay in the planning reforms. lncreasing height limits could positively impact feasibility and
stimulate new investment in the area.
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Currently, the height limit is 8 metres in the E1 zone and the reforms would result in the
adjacent R3 zoned land changing to 21 metres, creating a difference of 13 metres. To
ensure an appropriate urban form and a reasonable planning outcome, the building height
limits in the Tanilba Bay El Local Centre zone should also be raised to either match or
exceed the adjacent residential zone.

Salamander Bav

Salamander Bay is a growing retail and employment precinct in Port Stephens. lt is
projected to grow as a knowledge-sector employment hub and the Port Stephens Centres
and Employment Land Study has identified that Salamander Bay will have the highest
level of retail/service demand in the Tomaree Peninsula in the future. lt will be important
that there is enough housing in the area to support this demand and to deliver housing
affordability.

The Salamander Bay precinct is supported by schools, a public library, sport fields and
facilities and a bus interchange. lncreasing housing availability in the area will ensure easy
access to these and other community spaces and facilities. The E2 Commercial Centre
zone in Salamander Bay includes a prominent stand-alone shopping mall with several
large-scale supermarkets and retailers. lt is centrally positioned and provides a wide range
of essential retail for residents of the Tomaree Peninsula.

As with several other centres in Port Stephens, the height limit in the Salamander Bay
employment zone would need to be increased to ensure an appropriate urban form if the
reforms increase the height limits of the medium density residential zone. Currently, the
height limit is 15 metres in the E2 zone and the reforms would result in the adjacent R3
zoned land exceeding this by 6 metres. To ensure an appropriate urban form and a
reasonable planning outcome, the building height limits in the Salamander Bay E2 zone
should also be raised to either match or exceed the adjacent residential zone.

Heiqht limits in em and mixed use zones

As set out above, there are some centres in Port Stephens where the height limits of the
employment zones would need updating to accurately reflect the centres' hierarchy should
the reforms proceed. Council should not be required to progress a separate planning
proposal for these employment and mixed use zones to correct this planning outcome as a
result of the reforms.

Manor Homes

Manor homes are currently only permitted as complying development and must meet strict
criteria under the complying development code. To date, no Complying Development
Certificates for manor homes have been lodged with Council. This suggests that the
standards in the complying code are unfeasible or unable to be met in Port Stephens.
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lf the State Government wants to encourage more manor homes, it could amend the
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r".rii.?r.irr"trr" that may make
new deveropment unfeasibre.H'," 

"rurpte, signifirant Jpgrrd"r'"il'r"qrired to suburb3;?",":R;il:1"ffi3,?',jllti: r,in", 
'dJi.i;;""itv c""Ei"p,""i ,"o the increased site

Port stephens council has recently s.ecured funding.undeltfe Regionar Housing strategic
prannins Fund for the sn"ri;;;'d;;;s";il.i'i"1'1ew. 

This gtud-y wi1 identify the lupgrades required to rocar orrinlq".,intr"-'rr"i*t, iro*"u"r, this study wi, onry identifvadditional local infrastt.iu'"loJt-, *'"t ",,";;;;; i" b; irlio'i,i*l['ii on councir. colncirffiI,ff ffilii"o:: 
carry 

"'ith;;;;ommendeo wo*s to i,rT"ilg.ili?ithout arternative

when progressing..thg reforms, Government should consider funding mechanismsavailable to councils to 
'nio.r, 

ioivlno mio-iise!|ofin in n" ffi;";ilires. Raising heisht
limits and increa:ing de;;;ti;;;r;;" may not oe-enougn to stimurate new oeveropment. rf
the supporting infraltr,*il;pti"o", njqrirlo-#ioo-""p"nsive 

for the market tosupport' the take up of tne reroiirs wirr oe imiJiJ,'rtining ine ie-#"iion of the reforms.

;:iyJjt of local infrastructure upgrades rikery to be needed to support the reforms

' Aged and undersized suburb rever storm water drainage systems' Aged and inadequate t'out[ ilvettraric, ;;il;nd active transport infrastructure
' f,ffii#5Jf,#if,:"te public domain and town centre areas to faciritate and encourase

To ensure that infrastructure can accommodate the inrthat the state review and evaruate one,.ri;rrdilffi:ff?#,i3i,?i1;f,r"uncil resuests
gl,ffifrJXs to local intrastrucil-tJtn"t 

"r" 
i"qrii"i'io ,rpport hisher densities. This

o lncreasing the Local lnfrastructure.Contributions (LlC) cap of $20,000 per new
*Xiil,l,f;?port 

stephe;;C;;;riJlii"*iv.ii,"!,rn 
rocar contribuiions at the
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Developing and funding a State investment or loan program targeted at local
infrastructure projects that can unlock infill housing;
lf contributions and contributions caps are increased for infill development, there could
be a reduction to the State Housing and Productivity Contribution (HPC) amount for
infill development as a development incentive;
Facilitating a precinct based approach to funding the infrastructure upgrades in a
precinct through individual voluntary planning agreements (VPAs). This would involve
councils pooling funds and would require reforms to make VPAs quicker and cheaper
for smaller developers to be feasible.
lncrease the LIC and HPC amounts for new greenfield development and urban release
areas and make changes to allow the additional revenue to be directed back into
enabling infrastructure for infill development (without requiring any nexus to the
greenfield development).
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